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Abstract
The challenge of extreme scale computing will test the limits of our ability to scale computational infrastructure. While much attention has been given to the scalability of hardware
designs and of the novel algorithms to be run thereon, and significant practical success has
been achieved with data-flow-based automatic parallelization of dense array codes, current
automatic parallelizers focus almost exclusively on transformations that are inherently not
fully scalable. We discuss the limitations on asymptotic scalability of the transformations
applied by successful automatic parallelizers like PLuTo, and review the literature of other
approaches to this problem. As part of this survey, we discuss both the scalability and implementation status of each current technique. Finally, we identify ongoing work that may
resolve this issue.
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Abstract—The challenge of extreme scale computing will test
the limits of our ability to scale computational infrastructure. While much attention has been given to the scalability
of hardware designs and of the novel algorithms to be run
thereon, and significant practical success has been achieved
with data-flow-based automatic parallelization of dense array
codes, current automatic parallelizers focus almost exclusively on
transformations that are inherently not fully scalable. We discuss
the limitations on asymptotic scalability of the transformations
applied by successful automatic parallelizers like PLuTo, and
review the literature of other approaches to this problem. As part
of this survey, we discuss both the scalability and implementation
status of each current technique. Finally, we identify ongoing
work that may resolve this issue.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As extreme scale computing is likely to require extremely
fast processors in great number, peak performance will require
attention to both memory system performance and parallelism.
Both of these questions have been the subject of significant
prior work in a number of contexts, including the development
of novel algorithms, the introduction of new languages or
frameworks, and the development of automatic optimizers for
various classes of codes.
In efficient algorithms, libraries, and automatic optimizers,
some form of aggregation (e.g., tiling) is often used to improve cache line utilization and avoid false sharing [Wol89],
[IT88], [WL91]. The general approach is to group parts of the
computation into tiles and create a data-flow graph where each
tile is a task. The execution of tiles generally is ordered so that
no tile begins execution until after the completion of all tiles
from which it receives data-flow; thus each tile can be executed
without internal communication delays or synchronization (i.e.
atomically). Since there are sets of tiles that can be executed in
parallel, tiling can be used to address issues of parallelization
and memory traffic control simultaneously.
The construction of the task/data-flow graph varies with the
nature of the problem being tiled. For automatic parallelization
of dense array codes, tiles contain sets of loop iterations.
The polyhedral model provides a powerful framework for
specifying tiling transformations and determining when tiling
is legal through the use of array data-flow analysis [Fea91],
[PW92], [PW98]. (See [Col02] for a more complete treatment
of the polyhedral framework.)
After tiling, the task/data-flow graph can be scheduled dynamically [QOIQOvdG09], [BVB+ 09], [BLKD09], [SYD09],
[HRS09], [WHW09], [CNvdGZ10], [CKV10], [LZDK11], or
it can be scheduled statically in a bulk synchronous fashion,
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as is the default in the widely-used OpenMP [Ope] system.
However, no (correct) algorithm for scheduling a tile/dataflow graph will produce more parallelism than is implicit
in the graph itself, and thus good performance requires that
the graph contain parallelism of sufficient scale for the target
architecture.
For non-trivial examples, tiling often requires loop skewing
with respect to the time step loop [SL99], [Won02], which
is often referred to as time skewing [Won02], [Won00].
The PLuTo automatic parallelizer [KBB+ 07], [BHR08] has
demonstrated considerable success in obtaining high performance on machines with moderate degrees of parallelism by
using this technique to automatically produce OpenMP parallel
code.
Unfortunately, the specific tiling transformations that have
actually been implemented and released in tools like PLuTo
involve pipelined execution of tiles, which prevents full concurrency from the start. The lack of full concurrency at the
start is sometimes dismissed as a start-up cost that will be
trivially small for realistic problem sizes. While this may
be true for the degrees of parallelism provided by current
multi-core processors, this choice of tiling can impact the
asymptotic degree of parallelism available if we try to scale
up data set size and machine size together, as suggested
by Gustafson [Gus88]. Furthermore, Van der Wijngaart et
al. [VSMP96] have modeled and experimentally demonstrated
the load imbalance that occurs on distributed memory machines when using pipelined parallelism.
In this paper, we review the status of implemented and
proposed techniques for tiling dense array codes (including
the important sub-case of stencil codes) in an attempt to
determine whether or not the techniques that are currently
being implemented are well suited to machines with higher
demands for parallelism and control of memory traffic and
communication. Unfortunately, the published literature on
tiling for automatic parallelization seems to be divided into two
disjoint categories: “practical” papers describing implemented
but unscalable techniques for automatic parallelizers for dense
array codes, and “theoretical” papers describing techniques
that scale well but are either not implemented or not integrated
into a general automatic parallelizer.
In Section II of this paper, we demonstrate that the approach
currently used by PLuTo does not allow full scaling as described by Gustafson [Gus88]. In Section III, we survey other
tilings that have been suggested in the published literature
classify each approach as fully scalable or not, and discuss
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its implementation status in current automatic parallelization
tools. We have recently learned of ongoing work by Bondhugula et al. [BPB12] of a tiling technique that we believe
will be scalable, and we briefly mention it in Section III. We
believe the proposed approach will address our concerns about
asymptotic complexity. Section V presents our conclusions:
we believe the scalable/implemented dichotomy is an artifact
of current design choices, not a fundamental limitation of
the underlying software infrastructure, and thus is something
that can be addressed via a shift in emphasis by the research
community.
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// update N pseudo-random seeds T times
// assumes R[ ] is initialized
for t = 1 to T
for i = 0 to N-1
R[i] = (a*R[i]+c) % m
Fig. 1.

“Embarrassingly Parallel” Loop Nest.

II. T ILING AND S CALABILITY
In his 1988 article “Reevaluating Amdahl’s Law” [Gus88],
Gustafson observed that, in actual practice, “One does not
take a fixed size problem and run it on various numbers of
processors”, but rather “expands [the problem] to make use
of the increased facilities”. In particular, in the successful
parallelizations he described, “as a first approximation, the
amount of work that can be done in parallel varies linearly
with the number of processors”, and it is “most realistic to
assume run time, not problem size, is constant”. This form
of scaling is typically referred to as weak scaling or scalable
parallelism, as opposed to the strong scaling needed to give
speed-up proportional to the number of processors for a fixedsize problem.
Weak scaling can be found in many data parallel codes,
in which many elements of a large array can be updated simultaneously; the flow of information among the computations
constrains the ways in which we can organize computations for
concurrent execution. To illustrate this principle graphically,
we will adopt most of the conventions of [Won00], in which
each execution of a repeatedly-executed statement is drawn
as an individual node, with arcs denoting flow of information
(or other dependences, in a non-data-flow context). The time
axis, or outer loop, moves from left to right across the page,
and the grouping of nodes into tiles is illustrated by drawing
variously shaped boxes around sets of nodes (rather than by
repositioning the nodes on the page and using only rectangular
boxes to indicate tiles, as in some other work).
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate this graphical style, and the
possibility of weak scaling, for a simple loop nest that updates
performs T updates to N pseudo-random values in an array
R (with T = 5 and N = 8 in Fig. 2; line-less arrowheads
in Fig. 2 indicate values that are live-in in Fig. 1). Such a
loop nest might be used as part of a Monte Carlo simulation,
but for simplicity we show only the updates to the random
seeds here. Since each value of R[i] depends on the value of
R[i] in the previous time step, there is no flow of information
between the different random sequences, and we can enable
concurrent execution by dividing the operations into groups or
tiles in which all references to any given array element are in
the same tile (as outlined in the figure). Weak scaling occurs
if P processors can execute P such tiles in the time needed
for one processor to execute one such tile.

Fig. 2.

Iteration Space, Data-flow, and Tiling, of Fig. 1.

The example of Figures 1 and 2 is often referred to as
embarrassingly parallel, since weak scaling can be achieved
in a relatively straightforward manner. This example illustrates
both scalable parallelism and what Wonnacott called scalable
locality [Won02]: the ability to scale up, with some problem
size parameter, the amount of processing done per reference to
main memory. Consider the execution of a tile of size (⌧ ⇥ ),
i.e., ⌧ iterations of the t (time) loop iterations of the i (data)
loop. If we assume that the values of R reside in main memory
prior to the execution of the loops of Fig. 1, we cannot avoid
doing loads from main memory for one tile. However, if
we perform all ⌧ updates to one element before moving on to
the next, we can increase the ratio of computation to memory
traffic by increasing ⌧ .
Thus for this embarrassingly parallel example, scalable
parallelism and scalable locality are both straight forward.
When the flow of information among computations is more
complex, exposing scalable parallelism and scalable locality is
less straightforward. This section details the parallel scalability
issues that occur with pipelined tiles.
A. Dependences, Loop Skewing, and Pipelined Parallelism
In a Jacobi stencil computation, each array element is
updated with an average of its value and its neighbor’s values,
as shown (for a one-dimensional array) in Fig. 3. If we were to
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for t = 1 to T
for i = 1 to N-2
new[i] = (A[i-1]+2*A[i]+A[i+1])/4
for i = 1 to N-2
A[i] = new[i]
Fig. 3.

Three Point Jacobi Stencil.

try to group loop iterations of this code as we did in Fig. 2, the
iterations at the top and bottom edges of each tile would refer
to elements from an neighboring tile. Such tilings are (appropriately) avoided by automatic parallelizers, as they produce
high communication/synchronization costs. (The degenerate
case of ⌧ = 1 avoids intra-tile synchronization, but prevents
scalable locality.)
Fig. 4 illustrates the usual tiling performed by automatic
parallelizers such as PLuTo, though for readability our figure
shows far fewer loop iterations per tile. Nodes represent
averaging operations; copies from new into A are omitted for
simplicity, as they have no impact on data-flow. For the sake of
readability, the tiles shown in Fig. 4 contain far fewer iterations
then would be typical. Tile sizes depend on a number of
hardware performance characteristics; the PLuTo default is to
create tiles of size 32 in every dimension [Bon12a], though this
can be overridden at compile time. For some conditions, such
as when processors dramatically outpace their memory system
or nearest-neighbor communication infrastructure, much larger
sizes are appropriate: [Won02] used tiles of size 1200 by 500
iterations, and [ABDW12] used size 1250 by 1250.
Array data flow analysis [Fea91], [PW92], [PW98] is well
understood for programs that fit the polyhedral model, and
can be used to deduce the data-flow arcs from the original
imperative code. The number of data-flow arcs crossing a tile
boundary describes the volume of communication between
tiles; in most approaches to tiling for distributed systems,
inter-processor communication is aggregated and takes place
between executions of tiles, rather than in the middle of
any tile. The topology of the inter-tile data-flow thus gives
the constraints on possible concurrent execution of tiles. For
Fig. 4, concurrent execution is possible in pipelined fashion, in
which execution of tiles progresses as a wavefront that begins
with the lower left tile, then simultaneously executes the two
tiles bordering it (above and to the right), and continues to
each wave of tiles adjacent to the just-completed wave.
As has been noted in the literature, this is not the only
way to tile this set of iterations; however, other tilings are
not (currently) selected by fully-automatic loop parallelizers
such as Pluto [KBB+ 07]. Even the semi-automatic AlphaZ
system [YBG+ 12], which is designed to allow programmers
to experiment with different optimization strategies, cannot
express many of these tilings. If such tools are to be considered
for extreme scale computing, we must consider whether or not
the tiling strategies they support provide the necessary scaling
characteristics.

Fig. 4.

Iteration Space, Data-flow and Tiling of Fig. 3.

B. Scalability
To support our claim that this pipelined tiling does not
always provide scalable parallelism, it is sufficient to show that
it fails to scale on one of the classic examples for which it has
shown dramatic success for low-degree parallelism, such as the
easily-visualized one-dimensional Jacobi stencil of Fig. 3. We
will first do so, and then discuss the issue in higher dimensions.
For some problem sizes, the tiling of Fig. 4 can come
T
close to realizing scalable parallelism: if P = N
+⌧ and ⌧
is much larger than P , most of the execution is done with P
processors. Fig. 5 illustrates the first 8⌧ time steps of such
an example, with P = 8, = 2⌧ , and N = P ( + ⌧ ) (the
ellipsis on the right indicates a large number of additional time
steps). The tiles executed in the first 12 waves are numbered
1 to 12 for reference, and individual iterations and dataflow are omitted for clarity. For all iterations after 11, this
tiling provides enough parallelism to keep eight processors
busy for this problem size, and for large T the running
time approaches 18 of the sequential execution time (plus
communication/synchronization time, which we will discuss
later). If we double both N and P , a similar argument shows
1
the running time approaches 16
of the now twice-as-large
sequential execution time, i.e., the same parallel execution
time, as described by Gustafson.
However, as N and P continue to grow, the assumption
that T⌧
P eventually fails, and scalability is lost. Consider
what happens in Fig. 5 if T = 8⌧ , i.e., the ellipsis corresponds
to 0 additional time steps. At this point, doubling N and P
produces a figure that is twice as tall, but no wider; parallelism
is limited to degree 8, and execution with 16 processors
requires 35 steps rather than the 23 needed for Fig. 5 when
T = 8⌧ (note that the upper-right region is symmetric with
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discussed in [Won00], [KBB+ 07] and other work.
D. Higher-Dimensional Codes
While the two-dimensional iteration space of the three-point
Jacobi stencil is easy to visualize on paper, many of the
subtleties of tiling techniques are only evident in problems
with at least two dimensions of data and one of time. For
pipelined tiling, the conflict between scalability is essentially
the same in higher dimensions: for a pipelined tiling of a
hyper-rectangular iteration space of dimension d, eventually
the amount of work must grow by O(k d ) to achieve parallelism
O(k d 1 ).
Conversely, in higher dimensions, the existence of a wavefront that is perpendicular to the time dimension (or any
other face of a hyper-rectangular iteration space) is frequently
the sign of a parallelization that admits some form of weak
scalability. However, as we will see, it may be the case that
scaling of parallelism is restricted to only some of the spatial
dimensions.
III. VARIATIONS ON THE T ILING T HEME
Fig. 5.

Wavefronts of Pipelined Tile Execution.

the lower-left). Thus, communication-free execution time has
increased rather than remaining constant. Increasing T (rather
than N ) with P is no better, and in fact no combination of
N and T increase can allow 16 processors to execute twice
the work of 8 in the same 23 wavefronts: adding even one
full row or one full column of tiles means 24 wavefronts are
needed.
Even if we start with a more realistic problem size, e.g.,
one for which N
T
P , the pipelined tiling still limits
scalability. Consider what happens we apply the tiling of Fig. 5
with parameters N = 10000 , T = 1000⌧, P = 100, in which
over 99% of the tiles can be run with full 100-fold parallelism,
and then scale up N and P by successive factors of ten. Our
first jump in size gives N = 100000 , T = 1000⌧, P = 1000,
which still has full (1,000-fold) parallelism in over 98% of the
tiles. After the next jump, to N = 1000000 , T = 1000⌧, P =
10000 there is no 10,000-fold concurrency in the problem.
Even if the application programmer is willing to scale up T
rather than just N , in an attempt to reach full machine utilization, the execution for N = 38730 , T = 25820⌧, P = 10000
still achieves 10,000-fold parallelism in only 85% of the 109
tiles. No combination of N and T allows any 100,000-fold
parallelism on 1010 tiles with this tiling.
C. A Note on Communication Cost
The above analysis ignores time for synchronization and
communication, as if the computation were to be executed
on the notoriously unscalable PRAM abstraction. Note that
this is not an appallingly unrealistic assumption: the costs
of communication between processors, or between processors
and RAM, can be controlled by proper setting of tile sizes, as

The published literature describes many approaches to loop
tiling. In this section, we survey these approaches, grouping
together those that produce similar (or identical) tilings. Our
descriptions focus primarily on the tiling that would be used
for the code of Fig. 3, which is used as an introductory
example in many of the descriptions. We illustrate the tilings
of this code with figures that are analogous to our Fig. 5, with
gray shading highlighting one tile from time step two in each
figure. We delve into the complexities of more complex codes
only as necessary to make our point.
Note that we focus on distinct tile shapes, rather than
distinctions among algorithms used to deduce tile shape or
size or the manner in which individual tiles are scheduled or
assigned to processors. For example we do not specifically
discuss the “CORALS” approach [SSPS10], in which an
iteration space is recursively subdivided into parallelograms,
avoiding the need to choose a tile size in advance of starting
the computation. Regardless of size, variation in size, and
algorithmic provenence, the information flow among atomic
parallelogram tiles still forces execution to proceed along the
diagonal wavefront, and thus still limits asymptotic scalability.
A. Overlapped Tiling
A number of projects have experimented with what is commonly called overlapped tiling [SO98], [BDQ98], [ADF+ 00],
[RIF01], [DH01], [RD02], [KBB+ 07], [CSN+ 10], [NSC+ 10],
[ZGG+ 12]. In overlapped tiling for stencil computations, a
larger halo is maintained so that each processor can execute
more than one time step before needing to communicate with
other processors. Fig. 6 illustrates this tiling. Two individual
tiles from the second wavefront have been indicated with
shading, one with gray and one with polkadots; the triangular
polkadotted and gray region is in both tiles, and thus represents
redundant computation. This overlap means that all tiles along
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Overlapped Tiling.
Fig. 7.

each vertical wavefront can be executed in parallel while still
improving temporal data locality.
In terms of parallelism scalability, overlapped tiling does
scale because all of the tiles can be executed in parallel. If a
two-dimensional tiling in a two-dimensional spatial part of a
stencil is used as the seed partition, then two-dimensions of
parallelism will be available with no need to fill a pipeline.
This means that as the data scale, so will the parallelism.
The problem with overlapped tiling is that redundant computation is performed. This leads to a trade-off between
parallel scalability and execution time. Tile size selection must
also consider the effect of the expanded memory footprint
caused by overlapped tiling.
Auto-tuning between overlapped sparse tiling and nonoverlapped sparse tiling [SCF+ 02], [SCFK04] for irregular
iteration spaces has also been investigated by Demmel et
al. [DHMY08] in the context of iterative sparse matrix computations where the tiling is a run-time reordering transformation [SCF03].
B. Trapezoidal Tiling
Frigo and Strumpen [FS05], [FS06], [FS09] propose an
algorithm for limiting the asymptotic cache miss rate of “an
idealized parallel machine” while providing scalable parallelism. Fig. 7 illustrates that even a simplified version of their
approach can enable weak scaling for the examples we discuss
here (their full algorithm involves a variety of possible decomposition steps; our figure is based on Figure 4 of [FS09]). In
our Fig. 7, the collection of trapezoids marked “1” can start
simultaneously; after these tiles complete, the mirror-image
trapezoids that fill the spaces between them, marked “2”, can
all be executed; after these steps, a similar pair of sets of tiles
“3” and “4” complete another ⌧ time steps of computation,
etc. For discussion of the actual transformation used by Frigo
and Strumpen, and its asymptotic behavior, see [FS09].

Trapezoidal Tiling.

The limitation of this approach is not its scalability,
but rather the challenge of implementing it in a generalpurpose compiler. Tang et al. [TCK+ 11] have developed
the Pochoir compiler, based on a variant of Frigo and
Strumpen’s techniques with a higher degree of asymptotic
concurrency [TCK+ 11]. However, Pochoir handles a specialized language that allows only stencil computations. Tools like
PLuTo handle a larger domain of dense array codes; it may
be possible to generalize trapezoidal tiling to PLuTo’s domain,
but we know of no such work.
C. Diamond Tiling
Strzodka et al. [SSPS11], [SSP11] present the CATS algorithm for creating diamond “tube” tiles in a 3-d iteration
space. The diamonds occur in the time dimension and one
data dimension, as in Fig. 8. The tube aspect occurs because
there is no tiling in the other space dimension. Each diamond
tube can be executed in parallel with all other diamond tubes
within a temporal row of diamond tubes. For example, in Fig. 8
all diamonds labeled “1” can be executed in parallel, after
which all diamonds labeled “2” can be executed in parallel,
etc. Within each diamond tube, the CATS approach schedules
another level of wavefront parallelism at the granularity of
iteration points.
Although Strzodka et al. [SSPS11] do not use diamond
tiles for 1-d data/2-d iteration space, diamond tiles are parallel
scalable within that context. They actually focus on the 2-d
data/3-d iteration space, where asymptotically, diamond tiling
only scales for one data dimension. The outermost level of
parallelism over diamond tubes only scales with one dimension
of data since the diamond tiling occurs across time and one
data dimension. On page 2 of [SSPS11], Strzodka et al.
explicitly state that their results are somewhat surprising in
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Fig. 8.
One data dimension and the time dimension in a diamond
tiling [SSPS11]. The diamond extends into a diamond tube in the second
data dimension.

that asymptotically their behavior should not be as good as
previously presented tiling approaches, but the performance
they observe is excellent probably due to the concurrent
parallel startup that the diamond tiles provide.
Diamond tiling is a practical approach that can perform
better than pipelined tiling approaches because it avoids the
pipeline fill and drain issue. The diamond tube also has advantages in terms of intra-tile performance: fine-grained wavefront
parallelism and leveraging pre-fetchers. The disadvantages of
the diamond tiling approach are that it has not been expressed
within a framework such as the polyhedral model (although
it would be possible, just not with rectangular tiles); that the
approach does not cleanly extend to higher dimensions of data
(only one dimension of diamond tiles are possible with other
dimensions doing some form of pipelined or split tiling); and
that the outermost level of parallelism can only scale with one
data dimension.
D. Molecular Tiling
Wonnacott [Won00] described a tiling for stencils that
allows true weak scaling for higher-dimensional stencils, performs no redundant work, and contains tiles that are all the
same shape. However, Wonnacott’s molecular tiles required
mid-tile communication steps, as per Pugh and Rosser’s iteration space slicing [PR99] and illustrated in Fig. 9. Each tile
first executes its send slice (labeled “S”), the set of iterations
that produce values that will be needed by another currentlyexecuting tile, and then sends those values; it then goes on
to execute its compute slice (“C”), the set of iterations that
require no information from any other currently-executing tile;
finally, each tile receives incoming values and executes its
receive slice (“R”), the set of iterations that require these data.
In higher dimensions, Wonnacott discussed extension of the
parallelograms into prisms (as diamonds are extended into
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Fig. 9.

Molecular tiling.

diamond tubes in the diamond tiling), but also presented a
multi-stage sequence of send and receive slices to provide full
scalability.
Once again, a transformation with potential for true weak
scaling remains unrealized due to implementation challenges.
No implementation was ever released for iteration space
slicing [PR99]. For the restricted case of stencil computations,
these molecular tiles can be described without reference to
iteration space slicing, but they make extensive use of modulo
constraints supported by the Omega Library’s code generation
algorithms [KPR95], and Omega has no direct facility for
generating the required communication primitives.
The developers of PLuTo explored a similar split
tiling [KBB+ 07] approach, and demonstrated improved performance over the pipelined tiling, but this approach was not
used for the released implementation of PLuTo.
E. A New Hope
We have recently learned of ongoing work on the PLuTo
system [BPB12] that we believe will address the issue of true
scalability without placing unrealizable demands on the code
generator. The authors frame their proposal in terms of “enabling concurrent start-up” rather than improving asymptotic
scalability. However, our hand-constructed examples encourage us to suspect that this tiling provides true weak scaling
(though we have not yet constructed a proof).
The authors of [BPB12] discuss scalability and show improved results (vs. pipelined tiling) for current shared-memory
systems up to 16 cores. However, they do not discuss asymptotic complexity. Future collaborations could lead to a detailed
theoretical and larger-scale empirical study of the scalability of
this technique, using the distributed tile execution techniques
of [ABDW12] or [Bon12b].
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F. A Note on Implementation Challenges
The pipelined tile execution shown in Figures 4 and 5 is
often chosen for ease of implementation in compilers based
on the polyhedral model. Such compilers typically combine all
iterations of all statements into one large iteration space; the
pipelined tiling can then be seen as a simple linear transformation of this space, followed by a tiling with rectangular solids.
This approach works well regardless of choice of software
infrastructure within the polyhedral model.
The other transformations may be more sensitive to choice
of software infrastructure, or the subtle use thereof. At this
time, we do not have an exact list of which transformations can
be expressed with which transformation and code generation
libraries. We hope to better understand the expressiveness of
various polyhedral libraries than can be used within compilers,
as well as tools that allow the direct control of these libraries
from a text input, such as AlphaZ [YBG+ 12] and the Omega
Calculator [KMP+ 96].
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V. C ONCLUSIONS
Current work on loop tiling appears to exhibit a dichotomy
between largely unimplemented explorations of asymptotically
high degrees of parallelism and carefully tuned implementations that restrict or inhibit scalable parallelism. This appears
to result from the challenge of general implementation of
scalable approaches. The pipelined approach requires only
a linear transformation of the iteration space followed by
rectangular tiling, but does not provide true scalable parallelism. Diamond tiling scales with only one data dimension.
Overlapped, trapezoidal, and molecular tiling each pose implementation challenges (due to redundant work, non-uniform
tile shape/orientation, or non-atomic tiles, respectively).
We believe automatic parallelization for extreme scale
computing will require a tuned implementation of a general
technique that does not inhibit or restrict scalability; thus
future work in this area must address scalability, generality,
and quality of implementation. We are optimistic that ongoing
work may already provide an answer to this to dilemma, but
further study is required for confirmation.
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